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What is Search Engine Marketing?

Marketing a website to be seen via search engines.

What is Search Engine Optimization?

Modifying the website components (hidden and visible) to be ranked high on 
search engine indexing.

What is Pay Per Click?

Pay per click advertisements are text or video ads placed as sponsored links 
on search engines.

Introduction to Search Engine Marketing 
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Who are the search engines and their network? 

How Do We Define Search Engines?

Source: Booyah Agency
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How does search compare to other marketing and media efforts?

What Is The Search Engine Market Share?

Source: Marketing News Marketing Fact Book; Hitwise Weekly Statistics

Search Engine VolumeMSN
3.46%

Ask
3.16%

Google
68.16%

Yahoo!
14.30%
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Five Benefits of Search Engine Marketing:

1. Measures performance

2. Marketing budget matches results

3. People will find you

4. Flexible

5. Test marketing messenges

Response rates prove to be higher than any other type of media!

Why Search Engine Marketing?
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What is Paid Search? 

Includes: Pay per click (PPC) campaigns, Paid inclusion, and Banner 
advertisements.

Pay per click advertisements are text or video ads placed as 
sponsored links on search engines. When the searcher types in your 
keyword and clicks on your ad, you are charged – Pay Per Click

How Does Paid Search Work?
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How is your page position determined in paid search? 

Rankings are based on a cost per click bid and quality 
score. 

AD PAGE POSITION = CPC * QUALITY SCORE

PPC advertisement page position is determined by an auction of the ad’s relevance and the amount advertisers are willing to pay. A quality score includes how many 
searchers are clicking (CTR), how relevant is your ad to the keyword search, how the keyword has performed in the past, how well your website relates to your 
purchased keyword, and other unknown relevancy factors.

How Does Paid Search Work?
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Sponsored Ad Listing: Keyword = Denver Lofts

How Does Paid Search Work?
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Sponsored Ad Listing: Keyword = Colorado Homes

How Does Paid Search Work?
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What is Organic Search?

Keywords in the HTML code optimization, Meta data, 
Content (copy) optimization, Image tags.

Rankings are determined by a secret search engine 
algorithm…

How Does Organic Search Work?

Algorithms for organic search are based on a set of rules used to rank listings. All search engines are different and the formulas change often. Crucial elements for the 
Spider to pick up the information for the algorithm involve effective search engine optimization.
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How Does Organic Search Work?

Organic Listing: Keyword = Colorado Homes
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What does it mean to optimize a website?

Keywords + Content + Flow = Optimization! 

How Does Organic Search Work?
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Five Points on Optimizing Visible Content:

1. Focus on the global navigation pages first!

2. Keywords should be unique on each page.

3. Choose 2 to 3 keywords to focus on per page.

How Does Organic Search Work?
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Five Points on Optimizing Visible Content: cont…

4. Light content = 3 to 5 times and Heavy content = 5 to 
10 times.

5. Write no less than 150 words and no more than 300 
words per page.

How Does Organic Search Work?
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Five Points on Optimizing Hidden Content:

1. Use keywords EVERYWHERE! 

2. Include optimized meta data on all pages. 

3. Include alt tags on all dynamic content.

How Does Organic Search Work?
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Five Points on Optimizing Hidden Content: cont…

4. Content should be unique across pages. 

5. Include a website ROR/XML site map.

How Does Organic Search Work?
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How do you combine search with other media efforts? 

Strategic banner ad placement.

Target search ads by tradeshow keywords.

Direct print media to a special landing page. 

Engage with Email Marketing and Social Media Marketing.

Archive the content on your website.

Combining traditional media and online media is key to utilizing all of your media avenues 
for successful marketing.

Applying Search to Other Media
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How does search apply to marketing efforts that 
generate results? 

Define your conversions!

Applying Search to Conversions
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How do we know the search engine marketing efforts 
are working? 

Track the results of your SEM efforts!

COST / CONVERSION = RESULTS

Applying Search to Conversions
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“Online media and traditional media are now infused into 
one form: multi-media. The future of media allows you to 
track effectiveness and demonstrate results. You’re ahead 
of your competitors when you match your online budget to 
the online trends in marketing. You will see returns as you 
have not seen them before when you capitalize on the 
opportunities in the age of multi-media.”

-- Keo Frazier, Principal, Keos Marketing Group

Introduction to Search Engine Marketing 
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Contact Us

info@keosmarketing.com

1.877.536.7552 (877.KEOS.LLC)

Introduction to Search Engine Marketing 

Keo Frazier, Principal


